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Workshop on
Integrity in
The Workplace:

Why:

“Addressing ethical
dilemmas by making
principled decisions”

Do you sometimes
struggle: to make the “right” decision;
and to meet your objectives/targets in
the “right” manner? These personal and
work situations, coupled with financial
and institutional “pressures” to succeed
with limited resources, often generate
ethical “dilemmas”. These dilemmas often
arise in public, private and not-for-profit
organizations. Accordingly, it is vital
for individuals and organizations to be
proactive in fostering and living out high
integrity values, standards and practices, in
both decisions and behavior. Working
and living with consistent integrity
benefits individuals and communities.

Where:

Robert C. Byrd Center
for Legislative Studies
213 N. King Street,
Shepherdstown, next to the
library of Shepherd University;
www.byrdcenter.org

What/objectives:

(1) to increase awareness of integrity dilemmas in
our workplace situations; (2) to promote greater
commitment to living out integrity-based values,
standards and behaviors; and (3) to impart useful
tools, good practices and biblical perspectives on
integrity which can be applied by participants to
address/resolve effectively ethical dilemmas.

Who/
When: participants:

Saturday,
February 13, 2016
(8:30 am to 12:30 pm)

“Integrity is doing the
right thing. Even when
no one is watching.”
—C.S Lewis

Diverse community leaders from
the public, private, and nonprofit
sectors from the Eastern Panhandle
of WV. To encourage meaningful
dialogue and learning with real life
scenarios, the workshop approach
will be interactive.

Speakers: John Unger (WV State Senator and pastor); Charles Lickson (JD & PH.D, author and lecturer
in ethics & conflict management). Participants will also play an important role as we learn from each
through group and plenary discussion.
Cost/Contribution: Each participant is requested to contribute $5 to help cover costs.

Co-sponsored by: Shepherdstown Rotary Club (www.shepherdstownrotary.org); Shepherd University,
School of Business & Social Sciences (www.shepherd.edu); Ezekiel’s Place (www.ezekielsplace.com,
Shenandoah Junction, WV); St. John’s Lutheran Church (Harper’s Ferry, WV).
Confirmation: Please confirm your participation not later than Feb. 4, to Dr. Richard Anson
(Co-Director of Ezekiel’s Place; ranson_wv@yahoo.com). Spaces are limited to ensure meaningful
dialogue. A detailed agenda and some tools/good practices will be sent to participants prior to the
workshop. Your time is valuable.

